
 

Electric cars dominate the buzz at Frankfurt
auto show

September 12 2017, by David Mchugh

  
 

  

BMW i vision dynamics is presented at a BMW event during the first media day
of the International Frankfurt Motor Show IAA in Frankfurt, Germany,
Tuesday, Sept. 12, 2017, which runs through Sept. 24, 2017. (AP Photo/Martin
Meissner)

Carmakers at the Frankfurt auto show are unveiling the low-emissions
vehicles and technology strategies they hope will let them profit from the
sweeping changes expected to hit the auto industry in the next few years.
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Daimler AG's Mercedes-Benz on Tuesday unveiled a compact electric
vehicle under its EQ sub-brand that showcases its efforts to make
connected, electric, shared and autonomous vehicles. The EQA has two
electric motors that can give it different driving characteristics
depending on which mode the driver chooses.

The Stuttgart-based automaker also had the GLC F-Cell, a "pre-
production" model of a battery-fuel cell hybrid SUV that can run on
hydrogen and emits only water vapor.

BMW AG is showing off the four-door i Vision Dynamics electric
concept vehicle to join its i3 and i8 electric models. The company says
the i Vision Dynamics can hit 200 kph (124 mph) and accelerate to 100
kph (62 mph) in a quick 4.0 seconds.

Carmakers are spending heavily to develop and improve electric cars to
meet increasingly tough government regulations limiting air pollution.
That is even though current electric models do not enjoy high sales
because of limited range, higher price, and a lack of fast-charging
stations. Analysts think that as batteries get better and costs come down,
electric sales may eventually take off. According to research and
analytics firm IHS Markit, battery-only cars were 0.57 percent of global
production in 2016 and will increase to 0.86 percent in 2017.
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Visitors stand next to a Smart 'Vision EQ' on the first press day of the Frankfurt
International Motor Show IAA in Frankfurt, Germany, Tuesday, Sept. 12, 2017.
(Uwe Anspach/dpa via AP)

Britain and France have proposed eliminating internal-combustion cars
by 2040. China's industry ministry is developing a timetable to end
production and sale of traditional fuel cars and will promote
development of electric technology, state media reported Sunday.

Volkswagen AG showed off a revised version of its electric ID Crozz
crossover SUV concept vehicle as it announced a long-term
electrification campaign, saying its brands would introduce 80 new
electric vehicles by 2025. The company plans to invest 20 billion euros
($24 billion) in upgrading plants, creating two new electric car platforms
and training workers.
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The company said that depending on market developments it could sell 3
million battery-only vehicles a year in 2025.

"Now the big question that everyone is asking is, 'When will we see
(electric cars) in mass volume?'" Volkswagen CEO Matthias Mueller
said Monday ahead of the show. "But it is not just a matter of what is
being offered from manufacturers but also the electric charging
infrastructure. That's why it is important to have a fact-based
conversation about the urgent problems with electric mobility and how
they can be solved. This needs to be discussed jointly, with electricity
companies, with states, with local authorities."

  
 

  

The Concept EQA is presented by Mercedes-Benz on the first media day of the
International Frankfurt Motor Show IAA in Frankfurt, Germany, Tuesday, Sept.
12, 2017, which runs through Sept. 24, 2017. (AP Photo/Michael Probst)
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The arrival of battery-powered cars is just one anticipated change.
Automakers are also searching for ways to adapt to a future in which
people find ways of getting from one place to another without
necessarily owning a car, such as car-sharing or ride-hailing through
smartphone apps. They are also working on developing autonomous
vehicles that could drive themselves—under limited circumstances such
as corporate campuses or limited access freeways at first, and possibly
more widely later.

The three German luxury carmakers were the home team and showed it
with large display areas. Some other carmakers are skipping the
Frankfurt show this year because of costs, the ability to display cars in
other ways, like livestreams, and less focus on Germany and Europe as a
market. No-shows include Fiat Chrysler's namesake Fiat and its Jeep and
Alfa Romeo brands, Peugeot and its DS luxury division, plus Nissan,
Infiniti and Volvo. General Motors, which sold its European subsidiary
to PSA Group, is also not attending.

Even Porsche, part of Volkswagen, didn't wait for the show but showed
off its new Cayenne SUV on Aug. 29 with an elaborate streamed event
from its base in Stuttgart, Germany.

Small SUVs are also a theme at the show as manufacturers crowd into a
segment that has proven a winner with consumers. New offerings of
SUV or SUV-like body stylings on compact car platforms include:
Volkswagen's T-Roc, the SEAT Arona, Jaguars E-Pace, Kia Stonic,
Citroen C3 Aircross and the Skoda Karoq.

And high-end cars remain a fixture as before. Daimler unveiled its
Mercedes-Benz-AMG Project ONE, a low-slung, race-car like two-seat
hybrid with an overhead air scoop and a long carbon-fiber tail fin. It
generates 1,000 horsepower for a top speed of 350 kph (217 mph).
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Borgward Isabella Concept car is on display during the first media day of the
International Frankfurt Motor Show IAA in Frankfurt, Germany, Tuesday, Sept.
12, 2017, which runs through Sept. 24, 2017. (AP Photo/Martin Meissner)
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Visitors stand next to a electric Mercedes Concept EQA on the first press day of
the Frankfurt International Motor Show IAA in Frankfurt, Germany, Tuesday,
Sept. 12, 2017. (Uwe Anspach/dpa via AP)
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A Mercedes-AMG Project One is surrounded by visitors during the first media
day of the International Frankfurt Motor Show IAA in Frankfurt, Germany,
Tuesday, Sept. 12, 2017, which runs through Sept. 24, 2017. (AP Photo/Michael
Probst)
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BMW board member Ian Robertson speaks at a BMW event during the first
media day of the International Frankfurt Motor Show IAA in Frankfurt,
Germany, Tuesday, Sept. 12, 2017, which runs through Sept. 24, 2017. (AP
Photo/Martin Meissner)
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A Porsche 911 GT3 with Touring Package is on display during an event of
German car maker Volkswagen on the eve of the opening of the International
Frankfurt Motor Show IAA in Frankfurt, Germany, Monday, Sept. 11, 2017,
which runs through Sept. 24, 2017. (AP Photo/Martin Meissner)
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The new Ford Mustang is on display during the first media day of the
International Frankfurt Motor Show IAA in Frankfurt, Germany, Tuesday, Sept.
12, 2017, which runs through Sept. 24, 2017. (AP Photo/Martin Meissner)
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A Ferrari Portofino is on display on the first media day of the International
Frankfurt Motor Show IAA in Frankfurt, Germany, Tuesday, Sept. 12, 2017,
which runs through Sept. 24, 2017. (AP Photo/Michael Probst)
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Formula One driver Lewis Hamilton films the Mercedes-AMG Project One
hyper after the world premiere during an event of German carmaker Mercedes-
Benz on the eve of the opening of the International Frankfurt Motor Show IAA
in Frankfurt, Germany, Monday, Sept. 11, 2017, which runs through Sept. 24,
2017. (AP Photo/Michael Probst)
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BMW CEO Harald Krueger, right, is interviewed by Hajo Schumacher at a
BMW event during the first media day of the International Frankfurt Motor
Show IAA in Frankfurt, Germany, Tuesday, Sept. 12, 2017, which runs through
Sept. 24, 2017. (AP Photo/Martin Meissner)
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A Bugatti Chiron is presented during an event of German car maker Volkswagen
on the eve of the opening of the International Frankfurt Motor Show IAA in
Frankfurt, Germany, Monday, Sept. 11, 2017, which runs through Sept. 24,
2017. (AP Photo/Martin Meissner)
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Daimler CEO Dieter Zetsche explains the business development during the first
media day of the International Frankfurt Motor Show IAA in Frankfurt,
Germany, Tuesday, Sept. 12, 2017, which runs through Sept. 24, 2017. (AP
Photo/Michael Probst)
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Models present the Smart vision EQ fortwo at a presentation of Mercedes-Benz
on the first media day of the International Frankfurt Motor Show IAA in
Frankfurt, Germany, Tuesday, Sept. 12, 2017, which runs through Sept. 24,
2017. (AP Photo/Michael Probst)
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Staff prepare BMW cars during the first media day of the International
Frankfurt Motor Show IAA in Frankfurt, Germany, Tuesday, Sept. 12, 2017,
which runs through Sept. 24, 2017. (AP Photo/Martin Meissner)
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Greenpeace activists demand environment friendly cars during a protest outside
the fairground where the Frankfurt, Germany, International Motor Show IAA
takes places. (Boris Roessler/dpa via AP)
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People use Microsoft Hololens to get an impression of Mercedes accessories on
the stand of Mercedes-Benz during the first media day of the International
Frankfurt Motor Show IAA in Frankfurt, Germany, Tuesday, Sept. 12, 2017,
which runs through Sept. 24, 2017. (AP Photo/Michael Probst)
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The BMW board, from left, Milagros Caina Carreiro-Andree, HR, Oliver Zipse,
production, Nicolas Peter, finance, Klaus Froehlich, development, Harald
Krueger, chairman, Ian Robertson, BMW brand, and Peter Schwarzenbauer,
MINI/Rolls Royce/BMW bike, pose for a photo at a BMW event during the first
media day of the International Frankfurt Motor Show IAA in Frankfurt,
Germany, Tuesday, Sept. 12, 2017, which runs through Sept. 24, 2017. (AP
Photo/Martin Meissner)
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BMW board member Klaus Froehlich presents the electric vehicles at a BMW
event during the first media day of the International Frankfurt Motor Show IAA
in Frankfurt, Germany, Tuesday, Sept. 12, 2017, which runs through Sept. 24,
2017. (AP Photo/Martin Meissner)
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